North Korea
North Korea remains the world’s most repressive country and continually ranks at the
bottom of press freedom indices. Two USAGM networks broadcast to the North Korean
people—the Voice of America (VOA) and Radio Free Asia (RFA)—providing some of
the only sources of accurate and unbiased information available in the country. People
often risk their lives to obtain this content.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
VOA Korean programs inform audiences in North Korea about U.S. policy toward the
country and U.S.-North Korean relations. VOA and RFA news debunk state-sponsored propaganda against the United States with accurate and comprehensive information and fact checking.Programming also responds to curiosity about life in the
United States.
RFA Korean provides uncensored news and commentary about internal events in
North Korea and provides cultural information and technology news, especially with
regard to neighboring South Korea. RFA’s in-depth reports also explore the implications of North Korea’s dependence on China and China’s role in North Korea.

PROGRAMMING AND INITIATIVES
VOA and RFA broadcast on shortwave, medium wave, and satellite radio, delivering
42 hours and 24.5 hours of original weekly programming respectively. In addition to
regular news and information programs on radio, in 2017 VOA and RFA launched a
jointly-produced video project to counter North Korean government propaganda by
showing North Koreans the reality of life outside North Korea. VOA’s Palisades Park
program tells America’s story by profiling Korean-Americans living in Palisades Park,
New Jersey, while RFA’s programs Bravo My Life and My New Life depict the lives of
North Korean defectors in South Korea.
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EXTENSIVE COVERAGE OF HISTORIC SUMMIT
USAGM networks coordinated comprehensive coverage of the historic summit in Singapore between U.S. President Donald Trump and North Korean leader Kim Jong Un.
During the June 2018 summit, USAGM networks surged broadcast hours and worked
around the clock to provide its audiences and affiliates with up-to-date information
and coverage. VOA led the effort coordinating logistical arrangements for the reporters, videographers and support staff
The networks shared and distributed content, including lining up talent to appear on
shows across the agencies. Planning Editors from each entity worked to lay out a joint
coverage plan that played to the strengths of each entity, minimizing duplication.
Immediately after his press conference wrapping up the Singapore Summit
with North Korean leader Kim Jong Un, President Trump chose VOA to speak to the
North Korean people by granting a five-minute interview to VOA contributor Greta
Van Susteren.

IMPACT
North Korea’s restrictive environment makes in-country audience research
impossible, but field research conducted by USAGM among recent defectors consistently shows RFA and VOA to be among — if not the most — listened-to news sources
over the years.
Many North Korean defectors credit RFA and VOA programming as their inspiration
to find freedom. Thae Young-ho, former Deputy Ambassador to the North Korean
embassy in the United Kingdom and the highest ranking diplomat to defect from the
DPRK, has repeatedly commented on the importance of U.S. international media’s
Korean programming.
At his first press conference after defecting on December 27, 2016, he said,
“When I was immersed in the regime of North Korea, I was encouraged by Radio Free
Asia’s articles written by a defector and read every single one….These, I can say confidently, inspired me in making the decision to come to South Korea with my family.”
A few months later, he told VOA’s Seoul Correspondent that “…Voice of America
has been playing very important role to bring back the human rights to every
citizen of the world, and so far, VOA played a very important role to push the world to
better world[.]”
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